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Abstract—Despite the fact that many electronic devices are

equipped with wireless interfaces and numerous publications

on wireless ad hoc and mesh networking exist, these networks

are seldom used in everyday life. A possible explanation is the

fact that only few of the numerous theoretically promising pro-

posals lead to practical solutions on real systems. Currently,

wireless network design is mostly approached from a purely

theoretical angle. In this paper, common theoretical assump-

tions are challenged and disproven, and key problems that

are faced when putting theory to practice are determined by

experiment. We show how these problems can be mitigated,

and motivate why a heterogeneous hierarchical wireless mesh

architecture, and a multidisciplinary research approach can

help in making wireless ad hoc networking a reality.

Keywords— wireless ad hoc, wireless mesh, experiments, inter-

ference, implementation, hierarchical heterogeneous architec-

ture.

1. Introduction

Ad hoc networks have been the subject of international

research for over thirty years [1]. Since the initial work

on the packet radio network (PRNet) in 1972 [2], computer

networks have evolved from small-scale initiatives connect-

ing a few geographically separated sites, into a worldwide

broadband communication network. Research interest in

wireless packet radio networks initially came from the mil-

itary. Since the mid-1980s, lots of civil applications for

wireless ad hoc networks have been studied, such as emer-

gency communication for public services or communication

in disaster areas. In the late 1990s, wireless enabled hard-

ware became cheap and omnipresent, and with the foun-

dation of the MANET (mobile ad hoc networks) Work-

ing Group [3], the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

started standardization efforts for routing protocols support-

ing mobile wireless networks.

Countless publications exist covering numerous research

topics such as wireless ad hoc, mesh, or sensor networks,

studying aspects at all layers of the open system inter-

connection (OSI) stack. In spite of all these research ef-

forts, wireless ad hoc networks are rarely used in every-

day life. How can this contrast be explained, even though

lots of scenarios exist that could benefit from ad hoc tech-

nology?

In [4], the authors answer this question by suggesting that

most ad hoc network design focuses on military or special-

ized civilian applications, making the solutions impractical

for everyday life. This is an important observation, how-

ever, this paper addresses other, perhaps more fundamental

problems. We feel that a lot of research gets stuck in a cru-

cial phase of development: while there are a massive num-

ber of initiatives to design wireless ad hoc solutions, few

ideas are implemented on actual systems. Unfortunately,

as promising as some ideas may be, they do not always

lead to good or practical solutions. Using a purely theo-

retical top-down approach where implementation is the last

step in designing wireless network protocols, architectural

decisions are often made which, after months of research,

turn out to be impossible to realize because of unforeseen

implementation problems.

Wireless research focused on single-interface homogeneous

ad hoc networks for a long time. Recently, an evolu-

tion in wireless networking research is observed, where

researchers start focusing on multiple interface nodes in

mesh topologies. Additionally, several aspects of cross-layer

research, such as power control, are gaining popularity.

While there is a growing awareness within the research

community that simulation of protocols might not be suf-

ficient in order to validate the stable operation of wireless

networking protocols [5, 6], a lot of assumptions are still

made while studying old and new topics in wireless re-

search.

In Section 2 of this paper, we will verify the validity of

common assumptions by experiments, and formulate les-

sons learned during the evaluation of several experimental

set-ups and real life implementations using IEEE 802.11

hardware. While some findings may be trivial to people

who are familiar with the physical layer of wireless net-

works, we believe that it is important to show wireless pro-

tocol designers the incorrectness of many assumptions, as

they can be a major contributor to the slow adoption of ad

hoc technology. We are aware of the fact that some prob-

lems are vendor specific and that, strictly spoken, it is not

the task of people performing research at the higher layers

of the OSI stack to actually solve hardware problems. How-

ever, we feel that a careful choice of research methodology

and network architecture can severely reduce the observed

problems. In Section 3, we discuss how heterogeneous hi-

erarchical architectures can help the successful realization

of ad hoc networks, and how wireless protocol research can

benefit from a close cooperation between research groups

working at the physical layer and research groups working

at higher network layers.

2. Observations and experiments

When collecting data from test set-ups using any wireless

driver, one should always keep in mind that the driver could

be causing errors at a node. We have tried, to the extent
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possible, to exclude driver-caused errors from the observa-

tions below. The observations follow from several real-life

experiments and test-beds, using a broad range of hard-

ware. A first test-bed consists of 18 Linux nodes, equipped

with D-Link AG520 wireless a/b/g peripherial component

interconnect (PCI) cards and external antennas. In addition,

a lot of research on mesh networks at our research lab is

done using modified 4G meshcubes with up to 4 wireless

mini-PCI a/b/g cards per node. Other tests are performed

using Linksys WRT54GL wireless routers with modified

firmware. All devices can be powered using batteries,

allowing to test real mobility.

2.1. Single frequency, single hop networking

Assumption. In an isolated situation, an IEEE 802.11 wire-

less link between two nodes will be of better quality if trans-

mission power is increased.

Observation. Consider a test set-up from Fig. 1, where three

identical network nodes, each equipped with a single wire-

less network interface are stacked on top of each other in

a rack. The external antennas are positioned in a trian-

gle, the antennas separated about 1.5 m. Although at some

times data can be sent at the theoretical speed limit, re-

sults are very unpredictable. Even if a link seems to be

stable for a certain period of time, data rates can drop be-

low one third of the stable rate, seemingly without a rea-

son. In addition, links are not always symmetrical: chang-

ing the direction of the traffic flow can result in degraded

throughput.

Fig. 1. (a) Test set-up using rack mount devices; (b) simple

two-hop test. Node B has two wireless interfaces.

In this specific setup, one solution seems to solve most of

these problems. Reducing the transmit power of the wire-

less cards results in highly increased stability. In this case,

a transmit power of 10 mW gives the best results.

Experiment. When putting single interface meshcubes to

test in an RF-shielded box [7], the same observation is made

in a controlled environment: reducing power when sender

and transmitter are at close distances, increases networking

quality.

Placing the antennas relatively close to each other, as in

this case, might seem artificial – there are however sev-

eral situations imaginable where two single interface nodes

are placed at comparable distances: e.g., a user can carry

a wireless-enabled personal digital assistant (PDA) and

a laptop, or, during meetings, there is a high laptop density.

2.2. Multiple frequencies, multihop networking

Assumption. When configuring the different wireless inter-

faces of a multi-interface integrated node to theoretically

non-overlapping channels, these different links will not in-

terfere. Capacity of a wireless network can be increased

dramatically by adding multiple interfaces.

Observation. Reading through literature, lots of innovative

solutions involving wireless networking can be found, and

numerous protocols are designed to support systems with

multiple network interfaces [8, 9]. Many of these solu-

tions are based on the assumption that multiple theoretically

non-interfering channels can be operated simultaneously at

a node’s different interfaces. This seems obvious when

considering theory and simulations. Unfortunately, when

these solutions are deployed in a test-bed, it turns out that

this assumption is not necessarily true.

When a two-hop path is created using a traditional single-

interface approach, the wireless medium has to be shared

between two links. The maximum reachable throughput

of the total path thus roughly halves because of a single

additional hop. Adding a second wireless interface to the

middle node and choosing orthogonal frequencies for the

first and second link (cf. Fig. 1b) solves this problem, in

theory, at the cost of adding a single extra interface. In

practice, different results can be observed: even when two

interfaces are available at the middle node and a two-hop

path is constructed using two theoretically non-overlapping

frequencies, the throughput does not rise considerably.

Still, in theory, devices supporting the IEEE 802.11b and

IEEE 802.11g (802.11a) standard should be able to use, de-

pending on the region, three (twelve) fully non-overlapping

frequencies. Recently, other researchers described the same

effects and concluded that wireless nodes with multiple in-

terfaces can suffer severely from self-generated interference

between the different interfaces [10, 11].

Experiment. Measurements done at our lab (cf. Fig. 2)

show that these effects of self-generated interference can be

severely reduced by limiting the transmit power used at the

different interfaces and physically separating the antennas

of a node. On the other hand, these results also reveal the

sad truth that – at least when using off the shelf hardware –

a single wireless interface using high transmit power can

severely degrade the performance of the other interfaces

and surrounding nodes, even when they are set to operate

on non-overlapping channels.

When using integrated IEEE 802.11a devices such as the

meshcubes in a two-hop test, interference problems are still

observed, even when lowering transmit power. The first and

second link can be set up separately on orthogonal channels

with a goodput of over 30 Mbit/s. However, if both links

are used at the same time in a multihop configuration, the

goodput drops to about 16 Mbit/s even though the proces-

sor of the middle node can handle the packet forwarding.
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Fig. 2. Throughput measurement. Using two distant groups of

two, 1.5 m separated, ethernet-linked WRT54GL routers – repre-

senting two nodes with two interfaces each, two connections are

set up in parallel. The Y axis shows the throughput, relative to the

maximum throughput of a single, non-interfered stream. Output

power (a) 1 mW and (b) 100 mW.

We have found that in this case, the problem is essentially

due to the fact that the meshcubes are densely integrated:

it’s not only the fact that two mini-PCI cards are located

right on top of each other that causes problems, but es-

pecially the fact that the distance between the antennas is

too small. This is not surprising: the antennas in the in-

tegrated devices are located very close to each other. At

a frequency of 5 GHz, the wavelength used for transmis-

sion is about 6 cm, thus in our integrated devices, up to

4 antennas are separated by less than a single wavelength,

resulting in a very unpredictable system. Increasing the

distance between two antennas to about 15 cm alleviates

this intra-node interference and goodput rises considerably.

In [10], the authors conclude that these interference effects

can be solved by providing an antenna separation of 35 dB.

However, this separation is hard or even impossible to ob-

tain in mobile devices with a small form factor.

Figure 3 shows additional measurements using WRT54GL

routers at a transmission power of 1 mW, quantifying the

effect of antenna distance on interference between two non-

overlapping IEEE 802.11g channels: channel 1 and 11. In

scenario of Fig. 3a, two separate user datagram protocol

(UDP) streams (starting at 30 Mbit/s, decreasing the bit

rate until packet loss is minimal) with a UDP packet size

of 1470 bytes are set up, sequential at first, then simulta-

neous. The graphs show the resultant sum of the average

throughput observed at the receiving interfaces. The indi-

vidual throughput is not shown on the graph, as bandwidth

is equally divided between the two flows. The figure shows

that the sum of throughputs is reduced by 16.8% when the

flows are set up simultaneously with a distance d of 1 m

between the antennas. At a distance of 5 cm, through-

put is reduced by over 45% compared to non simultaneous

transmission. The sum of throughputs reduces both in the

sequential and parallel tests when the antenna distance is

decreased.

Fig. 3. Two scenarios quantifying the effect of the antenna dis-

tance on throughput: (a) parallel flows; (b) single flow. Link A-B

operates on channel 1, link C-D on channel 11; (c) measurements

at d = 1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm + k · 15 cm, k = 0 . . .6. Transmission

power = 1 mW.

In scenario of Fig. 3b, a single UDP stream with the same

characteristics is set up. The test packets are now trans-

ferred over wire between interface B and D, recreating

a typical multihop situation where every receiving inter-

face has a sending interface nearby. Looking at the graph

with the triangles, a first observation is that the end-to-

end throughput is higher than half the aggregate through-

put from scenario of Fig. 3a, for antenna distances d larger

than 55 cm: the single flow is transferred more efficiently

than two traffic flows originating separately. However, per-

formance drops faster with the decrease of antenna distance.

It is also observed that unlike in the previous situation,

throughput is very unstable when the antennas are moved
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more closely to each other: moving the antennas slightly

can result in a serious performance drop or increase. For

this reason, the graph with the triangles shows the max-

imum values that were obtained from a large amounts of

tests. Minimum throughput results are shown with error

bars. When the distance between antennas drops below

about 40 cm, communication at reasonable throughputs is

no longer possible. It is clear that the consequences of in-

terference between neighboring interfaces with nearby an-

tennas are worse in scenario of Fig. 3b than in scenario of

Fig. 3a. The receiving interfaces are disturbed by a sig-

nal of the nearby transmitter, even though it is sending on

a non-overlapping channel, rendering successful reception

of the UDP test packets impossible. Note that in both sit-

uations, IEEE 802.11 acknowledgement (ACK) messages

are sent in the opposite direction of the UDP flows. How-

ever, these small packets suffer less from the interference

of neighboring interfaces.

This observation raises questions about using multiple in-

terfaces in integrated devices: even if perfect algorithms

for using multiple interfaces on devices can be thought of

and simulated, it is very likely that the result will not be as

expected when deploying them in real integrated systems.

We also believe that a test-bed with “full size” comput-

ers and wireless PCI cards with external antennas, can not

fully represent an integrated end-user device with multiple

interfaces.

2.3. Power adaptation

From previous paragraphs, we have learned, that changing

power levels can lead to a more reliable link, but increasing

transmit power does not necessarily increase communica-

tion quality. Furthermore, it was shown that theoretically

non-interfering channels will interfere when using off-the-

shelf hardware at mid to high transmit power, and that in-

tegrated systems with multiple interfaces will suffer from

self-generated interference if there is no adequate antenna

separation. Consequently, a single device transmitting at

a relatively high output power may render all surrounding

communication virtually impossible.

Lowering transmission power is often considered as a mea-

sure of freedom, in order to decrease interference and thus

increase the number of possible simultaneous transmissions

in a certain area, or to increase the lifetime of battery pow-

ered devices [12]. Our experience shows that when using

today’s IEEE 802.11 hardware as a base for multi-interface

nodes, power adaptation is not a measure of freedom but

rather a necessity in order to guarantee network operation.

End-user hardware can (and probably will) improve in qual-

ity over time, however, we predict that it is very unlikely

that in the near future palm-size systems will be able to

fully take advantage of using multiple interfaces at rela-

tively high output powers, if the interfaces are tuned to

neighboring channels. As frequency regulations only al-

low a small part of the spectrum to be used for unlicensed

civilian WLAN communication, it is not easy to provide

the required channel separation. When using only two in-

terfaces, putting one interface in the 2.4 GHz range and

the other one in the 5 GHz might turn out effective with

some types of hardware, but it is a mere palliative as this

solution can currently not be scaled.

2.4. Hardware issues

Assumption. If an algorithm works on the IEEE 802.11

hardware of vendor A, it will work on the IEEE 802.11

hardware of vendor B.

A recurring problem faced during tests with hardware from

different vendors, is that changing an interface to some spe-

cific channels can result in a wireless link of bad quality. As

communicating on those channels is possible using hard-

ware from a different vendor, and bad channels stay bad

when replacing hardware with an identical spare, the prob-

lem is most likely hardware related.

In general, there is a big difference in stability and perfor-

mance between hardware from different vendors. In Fig. 4,

Fig. 4. Spectrum measurements of two different IEEE 802.11a

mini-PCI cards operating at same transmission power (15 dBm),

both using channel 40.
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the spectrum of two mini-PCI cards from different ven-

dors, operated at the same power level and frequency are

shown. The figure clearly shows that the second card has

a better spectral purity than the first card. Consequently,

when building a test-bed with hardware of the first type,

test results will be much more pessimistic than test re-

sults with hardware from the second vendor, especially

when operating at multiple theoretically non-interfering

frequencies.

In another test set-up, the maximum throughput of a sin-

gle non-interfered UDP stream between two identical re-

tail IEEE 802.11 mini-PCI network interfaces, installed at

two identical network nodes was measured. The network

nodes were separated by 20 m, with a wall in the middle.

The same measurements were repeated several times, each

time replacing the mini-PCI adapters with hardware from

a different vendor. During all tests, the multiband Atheros

driver for wifi [13] was used. The performance difference

between cards of different vendors can clearly be seen

from Fig. 5. Note that the adapters are all about equally

expensive.

Fig. 5. Throughput measurements on a single unidirectional

non-interfered IEEE 802.11a link, using hardware from different

vendors, at three discrete power settings.

Although these problems can be solved by replacing faulty

hardware with hardware from a different vendor, ad hoc net-

working protocols will only become successful if a large

group of end users can use them instantly without prob-

lems, regardless of their choice of vendor. Unfortunately,

in a traditional ad hoc network where nodes can join freely,

it is wrong to assume that all nodes will react identically

to a specific algorithm’s action. For example, if a cer-

tain algorithm would reduce transmission power of a node

to 1 dBm, the algorithm might operate as expected on hard-

ware from vendor 1 or 2, but fail to work on hardware from

vendor 3 or 4. If the quality of the hardware cannot be

guaranteed, control loops should be provided within algo-

rithms to verify whether a certain action has the desired

effect. These effects are very hard to model in a simulator

and can only be discovered by putting algorithms to test on

real-life test-beds.

2.5. A lab environment is not a real environment

Assumption. If it works in simulation, it will work on a test-

bed. If it works on a test-bed, it will work in real life.

From previous paragraphs, it is clear that designing algo-

rithms and protocols for wireless systems should preferably

not be done solely by considering theory or simulations.

Creating a wireless test environment in a laboratory is not

an easy task. Not only does it require a lot of – sometimes

costly – hardware and space, it is also time consuming. On

the other hand, creating these test environments and imple-

menting developed algorithms on actual hardware forces

the researcher to develop a system close to reality.

However, there is always a risk that the testing environ-

ment itself will lose its value as “real test case”, as over

time wireless systems could be tuned – unintentionally – to

work great in the testing environment only. This way, a so-

lution that evaluates positive in a testing environment can

at the same time be useless when deployed in an uncon-

trolled real-life situation. This is a frustrating experience

that was witnessed before at our lab: a demonstrator to

transmit video over a self-forming and self-recovering mul-

tihop mesh/relay network was developed. After the demon-

strator had proved to be working perfectly in the lab envi-

ronment – even when moving the battery fed relay stations

through the building – it was taken to a large hangar. Sur-

prisingly, even with relatively short distances between the

relaying hardware, and with line of sight communication,

link breaks occurred frequently and maximum throughput

was low. In this case, the set-up probably suffered from the

absence of the waveguide effect described in [14]: there are

circumstances where a wireless signal does not degrade as

fast when using devices indoor, compared to using them in

an open space.

This example, amongst others, shows that a system should

not be declared stable based on a single test environment,

and certainly not based on simulations. We believe that

wireless ad hoc networking protocols and systems will only

be used in everyday life if their use is not limited to a spe-

cific scenario or environment. However, today, a lot of al-

gorithms are evaluated only in simulators using a very spe-

cific test scenario and very simplified propagation models,

which are not valid in real-life environment, in particular

indoor environments.

3. Solving issues

In the previous section, it was shown how hardware issues

hamper successful realization of ad hoc networks. Subsec-

tion 3.1 points out which architectural choices can help to

reduce the observed hardware problems, and, more specif-

ically, explains why a heterogeneous hierarchical architec-

ture avoids several of the described problems. Finally, Sub-

section 3.2 discusses how the inheritance of layered net-

work design still impedes the development of algorithms
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for wireless networks today, and how a multidisciplinary

research approach can help in developing more robust so-

lutions.

3.1. A heterogeneous hierarchical architecture

Section 2 listed many problems that can be observed while

bringing wireless ad hoc and mesh networking algorithms

to real systems. Some of these problems are vendor related

and can be solved by replacing defective hardware. One

might argue that it is not the task of networking algorithms

to account for these problems. However, it is inherent to the

nature of wireless ad hoc networks that low-quality nodes

will sooner or later join the network. Wireless systems will

always be more unreliable than their wired counterparts,

and therefore, algorithms must be able to detect anomalies

and react accordingly.

Firstly, because of interference and hardware related issues,

the choice for a specific channel has an impact on the wire-

less link quality. Problems occur at various layers of the

protocol stack when wireless links break due to changing

channel conditions or failing hardware.

Secondly, transmission power should be chosen wisely: nei-

ther too low nor too high. While in a static set-up, transmis-

sion power can be set manually by trial and error, there is

need for automatic tuning in dynamic environments. Cross-

layer protocols might provide a way to implement these

control loops.

Thirdly, it was shown that small devices with multiple in-

terfaces suffer from self-generated interference. In order to

overcome this problem we should focus our research on an

architecture which takes this fact into consideration. An al-

gorithm which presupposes a complete separation between

multiple interfaces at end-user nodes will most likely never

be able to achieve its claimed results when used in real

systems.

In a heterogeneous architecture, devices have distinct ca-

pabilities and technologies. In a hierarchical architecture,

different nodes can belong to different logical groups, for

example, backbone nodes and clients. Heterogeneous hi-

erarchical architectures (Fig. 6) have been described in the

past, however, we believe that their true potential has not

been discovered yet. In [15], the authors describe a (hybrid)

wireless mesh architecture. In a wireless mesh network

(WMN), two types of nodes are distinguished: mesh routers

and mesh clients. Mesh routers hold superior properties

concerning processing power, interfaces, available power

and memory, enabling them to perform more complex func-

tions. In addition, they have limited mobility compared to

the clients, resulting in a wireless mesh backbone. Mesh

routers can be added or removed at any time and act as gate-

ways to other networks such as the Internet. In a hybrid

WMN, mesh clients can connect to the backbone network

either directly, or by using a multi hop path through other

clients.

Some benefits of heterogeneous hierarchical networks have

been described in the past, such as an increase in coverage,

Fig. 6. Heterogeneous hierarchical mesh network, i.e., a hybrid

wireless mesh ad hoc network. Clients connect either directly or

through another client to a mesh backbone.

or the (theoretical) ease of set-up. However, we believe

that there are more reasons why hierarchical heterogeneous

architectures can help to realize robust wireless networks,

and that a conscientious choice of networking architecture

can help certain assumptions that are invalid for homoge-

neous wireless networks become valid.

Most small and mobile end user devices such as PDAs or

smartphones will probably only have a single (high speed)

wireless network interface, using the unlicensed bands, en-

abled at a time, as adding interfaces is suboptimal due to the

described interference problems and other limitations such

as power and cost. On the other hand, the mesh routers

in the backbone can and should have multiple interfaces:

they can be bigger in size and antennas can adequately be

separated, thereby reducing the interference problems. Ad-

ditionally, they have an “unlimited” power supply as they

are most likely connected to a host system with plenty of

power such as a building or a truck.

Faulty hardware may be used within a cooperative wireless

network, resulting in decreased performance and satisfac-

tion for the end-users. In a traditional ad hoc network, even

if one user invests in high-quality hardware, he can still ex-

perience bad performance if the person he is connecting

through uses faulty hardware. In a heterogeneous architec-

ture, end users can, e.g., connect to a mesh backbone which

is constructed with hardware of better quality. The nodes

which are higher in the hierarchy can be more expensive,

as less nodes of higher hierarchy are needed.
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In a hierarchical network architecture, operators can invest

in high quality wireless backbone nodes. In addition to

increasing the number of interfaces, more expensive net-

work nodes could also use alternative technologies such

as WiMAX. By using more interfaces or better technolo-

gies at higher hierarchical layers, wireless networks become

more scalable, as throughput and transmission range can in-

crease with every hierarchical level. Ideally, the technolo-

gies which are used at a higher layer can operate in other

(licensed) frequency ranges, reducing the interference even

more.

Changing protocols or interface configuration on all end

user devices, constructed by different vendors, is harder

to achieve than making changes to a smaller group of de-

vices at a higher hierarchical layer, all the more since it

is more likely that wireless devices at a higher hierar-

chical layer are controlled by a single administrator. For

example, multi-interface wireless IEEE 802.11a backbone

routers with (proprietary) cross-layer optimizations can eas-

ily provide wireless coverage within a building, or at a fair

or festival. By adding an extra wireless interface to ev-

ery backbone router, configured as an IEEE 802.11g ac-

cess point, end users are able to connect to this backbone

with hardware from any vendor, without compromising the

quality of the backbone network. If a user has the right

hardware and chooses to function as a relaying node and

extend the network, he can do this by voluntarily installing

the required protocols.

3.2. The need for cooperation

For years, researchers strictly followed a layered ap-

proach when designing networking protocols. When adopt-

ing a layered network design, different network layers can

be optimized separately, and researchers optimizing a cer-

tain layer do not need to know the implementation details

or exact operation of the adjoining layers.

As a logical consequence of a layered network design, most

network research groups historically specialized in either

(one of the) upper layers of the network stack, or in the

physical layer. The same can be said about wireless re-

search groups in particular, where people developing upper

layer protocols, mostly have to rely on simulators to model

the behavior of the physical layer. In order to decrease

complexity and to ensure a reasonable simulation time, the

physical models of these network simulators typically make

abstraction of several complex electromagnetic phenomena.

In fixed networks, the layered approach has most certainly

contributed to the Internet as we know it today. Inspired

by this success, traditional MANET protocol research also

followed the layered paradigm. More recently, driven by

the continuous search for increased reliability and perfor-

mance, several authors pointed out how wireless networks

can benefit from exchanging parameters between different

network layers [16, 17], and researchers started explor-

ing the use of multi-interface nodes and modified physical

layers.

The conceptual exploration of new wireless research fields

by people originally involved in higher layers only has ac-

celerated so fast, that it is sometimes forgotten that the

physical layer models of most of the popular network sim-

ulators, such as ns-2 [18], were never designed to model

the complex effects that come with these new research top-

ics. For example, the same network simulators are now

used to, among other things, simulate the use of multi-

interface network nodes or cross-layer parameter exchange.

Even if research groups working at the physical layer are

aware of the extremely complex interference behavior of

multiple antennas placed in each others vicinity, this wis-

dom seldom makes it to people designing upper layer proto-

cols and architectures, because of the historical separation

between research groups.

In our view, and from our experience, a lot of problems

which are faced when implementing ad hoc and mesh net-

work protocols cannot be explained solely by studying the

upper network layers. The historical layered approach, al-

lowed physical layer and upper layer research groups to

work separately. However, as the border between physical

layer and upper layers becomes faint at a conceptual level,

the need to start or tighten interdisciplinary cooperation be-

tween lower and upper layer research groups has never been

higher.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, assumptions that are commonly made when

researching wireless ad hoc networking protocols were

challenged. It was shown that, whether installing a single

interface or multiple wireless interfaces at a node, real-life

performance is always worse than can be expected from the-

oretical models or simulations. We raised questions about

the usefulness of embedding multiple interfaces of the same

type in a palm-size device, and argued that, in contrast to

what is believed in many research papers, adjusting trans-

mission power is not a measure of freedom but a necessity.

We described how a choice of hardware affects the effi-

ciency of algorithms, and how this influences the stability

of wireless networks.

In order to test the robustness of algorithms, testing on one

or multiple test-beds is a necessity. However, one must keep

in mind that positive test-bed results do not always imply

a stable system under all circumstances. Next, we argued

that a heterogeneous hierarchical wireless mesh network

architecture can help solving the observed problems, by

reducing the need for miniaturization and providing incen-

tives for network operators and businesses. Finally, we ar-

gued that an effective cooperation between research groups

working at physical layer and working at higher protocol

layers might help in avoiding many of the described prob-

lems. We believe that, if protocols are developed closer to

reality, and more realistic architectural choices are made at

the start of a design process, the usability of ad hoc and

mesh networks can drastically be improved.
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